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Spontaneous collapse models predict that a weak force noise acts on any mechanical system, as a
consequence of the collapse of the wave function. Significant upper limits on the collapse rate have been
recently inferred from precision mechanical experiments, such as ultracold cantilevers and the space
mission LISA Pathfinder. Here, we report new results from an experiment based on a high-Q cantilever
cooled to millikelvin temperatures, which is potentially able to improve the current bounds on the
continuous spontaneous localization (CSL) model by 1 order of magnitude. High accuracy measurements
of the cantilever thermal fluctuations reveal a nonthermal force noise of unknown origin. This excess noise
is compatible with the CSL heating predicted by Adler. Several physical mechanisms able to explain the
observed noise have been ruled out.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.110401
Spontaneous wave function collapse models [1–4] are
stochastic nonlinear modifications of standard quantum
mechanics, which have been introduced as a possible
solution of the measurement problem. According to such
models, the stochastic collapse of the wave function is a
dynamical process which naturally breaks the quantum
superposition principle. The process would occur in atomic
systems on a very long time scale, practically unobservable,
so that standard quantum mechanics would hold strictly.
However, the scaling of the collapse rate with the size of the
system would lead to a rapid localization of any macro-
scopic system, and to the emergence of the definiteness of
the classical everyday world.
Here we consider the continuous spontaneous localiza-
tion (CSL) model [2]. CSL is the most known and studied
collapse model and has been extensively reviewed in many
recent papers [3,4]. It is characterized by two phenomeno-
logical constants, a collapse rate λ and a length rC, which
characterize, respectively, the intensity and the spatial
resolution of the spontaneous collapse. The conservative
value for the collapse rate suggested by Ghirardi, Rimini,
and Weber [1,2] is λ≃ 10−16 s−1 at rC ¼ 10−7 m, and is
obtained by imposing the collapse to be effective at the
macroscopic human scale. A collapse rate 1092 times
larger has been suggested by Adler [5], motivated by the
requirement of making the wave-function collapse effective
at the mesoscopic level.
Direct laboratory tests based on quantum superposition
experiments set limits on λ at the level of 10−6 s−1 [6–8].
Much stronger bounds can be set by indirect noninterfero-
metric tests based on mechanical systems [9–16]. Relevant
mechanical bounds on λ at the level of 10−8 s−1 for
rC ¼ 10−7 m have been recently set by cantilever-based
experiments [17], cold atoms [18,19], and the space-based
experiment LISA Pathfinder [20–22]. Stronger bounds,
though less robust to variations on the model [23,24], are
set by spontaneous emission of x rays [25].
Here, we report on a improved version of the cantilever
experiment, with a relative strength of the thermal noise
force reduced by 1 order of magnitude. Unlike the previous
cantilever experiment [17], we find evidence of a non-
thermal excess noise of unknown origin. If interpreted as
CSL-induced noise, this would be compatible with pre-
vious experimental bounds and in agreement with the
collapse rate predicted by Adler [5]. Alternatively, if the
noise finds an explanation within standard physics, its
identification and elimination will allow us to extend the
experimental bound on λ by 1 order of magnitude, almost
ruling out Adler’s proposal.
The scheme of our experiment is similar to the one
described in Ref. [17] and is shown in Fig. 1. A cantilever
with a spherical ferromagnetic load is continuously
monitored by a superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID). The displacement x is converted into
magnetic flux by a linear coupling Φx ¼ dΦ=dx which
depends on the magnet position and orientation. A novel
feature is that the mechanical quality factor Q is much
higher than in previous experiments, and heavily temper-
ature dependent. Moreover, we observe a dynamical
SQUID-induced magnetic spring effect, analog to optical
spring effects in optomechanics, which modifies the
quality factor from its intrinsic value Q to an apparent
value Qa [26]. To account for this new feature, we seek a
strategy to directly measure the effective force noise
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acting on the resonator, rather than the mean energy
which may be affected by the dynamically modified
quality factor Qa. To this end, let us consider the










ðf20 − f2Þ2 þ ðff0=QaÞ2
: ð1Þ
Here, f0 ¼ ω0=2π is the resonant frequency, k is the
spring constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature, and SF0 is the spectral density of any
nonthermal force noise. Equation (1) says that magnetic
spring effects, similar to optomechanical ones, only affect
the dynamics and thus the denominator of the resonant
term, characterized by an apparent quality Qa [27–29].
Instead, the amplitude of the Lorentzian curve is propor-
tional to the total force noise. The thermal contribution
scales with T=Q, where Q is the intrinsic quality factor.
Our strategy is to characterize the thermal noise by
accurate measurements as function of T=Q. Any excess
nonthermal noise, included that induced by CSL, will
cause a constant force spectral density SF0, independent
of T=Q. The maximum nonthermal force noise compat-
ible with the experiment can be used to test CSL
predictions. This requires modeling the CSL force acting
on the continuous mechanical resonator, exactly as done
in Ref. [17] (see Supplemental Material for details [30]).
The mechanical resonator in our setup is a commercial
tipless atomic force microscopy silicon cantilever, with size
450 × 57 × 2.5 μm3 and stiffness k ¼ ð0.40 0.02Þ N=m.
A hard ferromagnetic microsphere (radius R ¼ 15.5 μm,
density ρ ¼ 7.43 kg=m3) is glued to the cantilever free end
and magnetized. The microsphere has a twofold function. It
increases the cross section to the CSL field, which scales as
ρ2 [17], while at the same time enabling a straightforward
detection by means of a nearby SQUID susceptometer. The
SQUID is gradiometric and comprises two distant loops
with radius RS ¼ 10 μm [32]. The particle is aligned above
the first loop at a height h≃ 40 μm, with the motion of the
first flexural mode orthogonal to the SQUID plane. The
SQUID is operated in two-stage flux-locked-loop configu-
ration with the feedback applied to the second loop (see
Fig. 1). This geometry strongly suppresses direct coupling
between the feedback signal and the cantilever.
The cantilever-SQUID system is enclosed in a copper
box, suspended above the mixing chamber plate of a pulse-
tube dilution refrigerator (Janis Jdry-100-Astra) by means
of a two-stage suspension system. The measured mechani-
cal attenuation is higher than 80 dB at the cantilever
frequency. The temperature of the mixing chamber is
measured by a RuO2 thermometer, while the temperature
of the SQUID box is measured by a SQUID noise
thermometer. Both devices have been calibrated against
a superconducting reference point device with accuracy
better than 0.5%.
The resonant frequency of the fundamental mode of
the cantilever is f0 ¼ 8174.01 Hz. The actual mechanical
quality factor Qa is determined by ringdown measure-
ments. The dynamical magnetic spring effect depends on
the SQUID working point and scales as 1=jGj where G
(jGj ≫ 1) is the open loop gain of the feedback electronics.
Specifically, we expect a linear dependence of the actual
quality factor Qa as 1=Qa ¼ 1=Qþ c=jGj, where c is a
constant depending on the SQUID working point. This
behavior is experimentally observed by varying the gain
jGj, and allows us to infer the intrinsic quality factor Q.
The whole measurement procedure is repeated at each
temperature T [30].
The measured intrinsic Q is of the order of 6 × 105 at
temperature of the order of 1 K, and is observed to increase
roughly as 1=T upon reducing the temperature below
T ¼ 500 mK, approaching Q≃ 107 at T ≃ 20 mK. This
behavior is consistent with measurements performed with
the SQUID weakly coupled, and is reminiscent of two-level
systems dissipation [33]. Standard glassy two-level systems
in a 2-nm amorphous oxide layer on the cantilever surface
are able to explain the observed effect quantitatively.
The noise is measured by acquiring and averaging spectra
of the SQUID signal, calibrated asmagnetic flux, with typical
integration time of 800–1200 s. Before measuring the noise
and the quality factor, the system is allowed to thermalize
for at least 3 hours. During the noise measurement the pulse
FIG. 1. Simplified measurement scheme. The fundamental
bending mode of a cantilever loaded with a ferromagnetic
microsphere with magnetic moment μ is continuously monitored
by a SQUID susceptometer. The SQUID measures the magnetic
flux Φ ¼ Φxx coupled by the displacement x of the magnetic
particle and is operated in a flux-locked loop (feedback elec-
tronics are not shown, for simplicity). The flux-dependent
circulating current J, combined with finite feedback gain, causes
a dynamical magnetic spring effect that modifies the apparent
quality factor of the cantilever.




tube is switched off, and the mixing chamber temperature
actively stabilized by a proportional-integral-derivative con-
troller. Examples of averaged flux noise spectra at three
representative temperatures are shown in Fig. 2. The spectra
are fitted with the curve
SΦ ¼ Aþ
Bf40 þ Cðf2 − f21Þ2
ðf2 − f20Þ2 þ ðff0=QaÞ2
: ð2Þ
The term proportional to B is the relevant one, as it
corresponds to the fluctuations of the cantilever induced by
thermal or extra force noise, given by Eq. (1), converted into
magnetic flux. The term proportional to A is the purely
additive wideband noise of the SQUID. The last term,
proportional to C, arises because of the flux noise applied
to the SQUID by the feedback electronics in order to
compensate for the SQUID additive wideband noise. This
flux noise induces a current J circulating in the SQUID
through the finite responsivity JΦ ¼ dJ=dΦ [26], which
eventually leads to an effective backaction on the cantilever.
The transfer function of this mechanism has been directly
measured by injecting a calibration signal and features an
antiresonance at f ¼ f1, with f1 − f0 ¼ 1.1 Hz. The overall
effect is a small asymmetric distortion of the Lorentzian peak.
All spectra have been checked by χ2 tests [30] to be
consistent with Eq. (2). All estimations of the SQUID
parameters A and C are consistent with each other,
with mean values A ¼ ð1.23 0.05Þ × 10−13 Φ20=Hz and
C ¼ ð3.78 0.05Þ × 10−13 Φ20=Hz. In particular, A and C
do not depend significantly on temperature. This is
expected, as for this type of SQUID [29] the noise is
saturated by hot electron effect [34] for T < 400 mK, and
our measurements satisfy this condition.
Figure 3 shows the measured symmetric amplitude B
of the Lorentzian noise as function of T=Q, varied by
changing the bath temperature. The uncertainty on the
estimation of B is remarkably low, of the order of 1%. The
x-error bar, dominated by the uncertainty on Q, is thus
significant [30]. The data agree with a linear behavior
over the whole T=Q range, in agreement with Eq. (1).
A weighted orthogonal linear fit with the expression
B0 þ B1T=Q yields the intercept B0 ¼ ð1.27 0.11Þ ×
10−19 Φ20=Hz and the slope B1 ¼ ð0.291 0.002Þ×
10−19 Φ20=ðnKHzÞ. In addition, we exploit the linear
dependence on T=Q to infer the coupling between canti-
lever and SQUID. Given Eqs. (1) and (2) we can express







which allows the coupling factorΦ2x=k to be evaluated from
the measured B1.
The finite intercept, clearly visible in the inset of Fig. 3,
implies that the data are not compatible with a pure thermal
noise behavior, and a nonthermal excess noise is present.








The measured coupling factor and residual force noise
are reported in Table I, together with the same quantities
inferred from the additional measurements discussed in
the following. The systematic error on SF0 arises from the
uncertainty on k.
We checked for possible physical sources of the excess
force noise. First, we expect a backaction force spectral
density SF;BA ¼ SJF2J from the noise in the current circu-
lating in the SQUID loop. Here, SJ is the current spectral
density and FJ ¼ dF=dJ is the backward current-to-force
factor. Because of reciprocity, FJ must be equal to the
FIG. 2. Examples of averaged spectra at three representative
temperatures, with the respective best fit with Eq. (2). FIG. 3. Symmetric amplitude of the Lorentzian noise B, as
measured by the SQUID, as function of the ratio T=Q, together
with the best linear fit. In the inset, the data at the lowest T=Q are
zoomed in order to highlight the nonzero intercept of the fit.




forward displacement-to-flux factor Φx [35] so that
SF;BA ¼ SJΦ2x. In other words, the backaction noise leads
to a finite intercept, and the corresponding force noise
scales with the coupling factor.
We took advantage of this property and performed
additional measurements in a subsequent cooldown at a
different cantilever position, with effective coupling
increased by a factor of ∼3. We observe again a linear
behavior in very good agreement with the experimental
data, with a finite intercept [30]. The corresponding
residual force noise is reported in the second row of
Table I and is consistent within the error bar with the
one at low coupling. This clearly indicates that most of the
observed excess noise cannot be attributed to SQUID
backaction.
We can compare this result with the prediction of the
Clarke-Tesche model [36] for the current noise, SJ ¼
γkBTSQ=RSQ with γ ≃ 11 for an optimized SQUID. Here
RSQ ¼ 8 Ω and TSQ ≃ 400 mK are the measured shunt
resistor and the typical SQUID electron temperature. From
this expression we estimate a small increase of the back-
action force noise ΔSF;BA ≃ 0.6 aN2=Hz between the two
measurements, which is compatible within 2σ with the
experimental increase ΔSF0 ¼ ð0.24 0.26Þ aN2=Hz.
In order to investigate the role of vibrational noise from
the refrigerator or from the outside world, we repeated the
measurements at low coupling by keeping the pulse tube on
[30]. The input mechanical noise provided by the pulse
tube in our cryostat is known to be 2–3 orders of magnitude
larger than the background noise when the pulse tube is off.
However, while the measured spectra with the pulse tube on
are significantly dirtier, we can still perform a Lorentzian
fit and the residual force noise, reported in Table I, is only
slightly increased with respect to the measurements with
the pulse tube off. This confirms that the mechanical
suspensions are working well within design specifications,
and suggests that vibrational noise is not the source of
the observed excess noise with the pulse tube off. We have
also ruled out vibrational noise from the 3He flow, by
switching the circulation pump on and off without notice-
able effects [30].
Magnetic effects, such as fluctuations of the environmen-
tal magnetic field or fluctuations of the microsphere mag-
netization, can be also considered as possible excess noise
sources. We can substantially rule out these mechanisms,
based on theoretical order-of-magnitude estimations, and a
further test which has shown the quality factor to be
independent of the external static field [30].
Another option is that we are actually observing ther-
momechanical noise, but the effective temperature of
the noise source (or part of it) is higher than the one of
the thermal bath because of thermal gradients along the
cantilever. In this case one would expect to observe
saturation effects, as observed in [17] rather than a linear
behavior with a fixed intercept. Furthermore, we have
performed simple thermal modeling of the cantilever. The
power dissipated in the magnet by eddy currents induced by
SQUID Josephson radiation is estimated to be of the order
of 1 fW, and would cause a temperature gradient between
the magnet and the cantilever base smaller than 1 mK in the
temperature range explored by this experiment.
The observed finite intercept could also be a subtle
artifact due to an unknown systematic error in the deter-
mination of 1=Q. We find that this is in principle possible,
but the systematic error on 1=Q would have to be 10 times
larger than the statistical error bar to be consistent with zero
excess noise. Moreover, the data would no longer follow a
linear behavior [30].
Finally, let us compare our results with the predictions of
the CSL model. By using the same method discussed in
Ref. [17], we can convert the observed excess noise
into the red curve in the parameter space λ − rC of the
CSL model, shown in Fig. 4. This curve can be considered
TABLE I. Operating conditions, measured coupling, and
residual force noise for the different measurement data sets.
Sys represents the estimated systematic error.
Pulse tube Φ2x=k (fH) SF0 ðaN2=HzÞ
Off 116 1 1.87 0.16 0.1ðsysÞ
Off 347 3 2.12 0.20 0.1ðsysÞ
On 114 2 2.58 0.20 0.1ðsysÞ
FIG. 4. Exclusion plot in the λ − rC plane based on our
experimental data, compared with the best experimental upper
bounds reported so far and with theoretical predictions.
Continuous thick (red) curve: CSL collapse rate λ, as function
of the characteristic length rC, assuming that the observed
noise is entirely due to CSL. The shaded region would be
excluded by our experiment if the physical origin of the excess
noise were identified. The other thin lines represent upper
limits from labeled experiments: previous cantilever experi-
ment (orange) [17], LISA Pathfinder (black) [21], cold atoms
(green) [19], and x-ray spontaneous emission (dashed blue)
[25]. The (dark green) bars represent the CSL collapse rate
suggested by Adler [5].




as a conservative improved upper bound from mechanical
experiments for rC ∈ ½10−7; 2 × 10−6 m. If the excess
noise were indeed due to CSL, the true CSL parameters
would actually lie somewhere on the curve. For the
standard choice rC ¼ 10−7 m this would imply
λ¼10−7.7 s−1, in agreement with Adler’s predictions [5].
Alternatively, if the observed noise can be eventually
reduced to standard physical effects, its identification
and elimination will lead to an improved upper bound
on CSL, determined by the experimental error bar. The
parameter region which can be potentially excluded is
shaded in Fig. 4. A full exclusion would almost completely
rule out Adler’s predictions [5].
In conclusion, we have performed an improved canti-
lever-based test of the CSL model. The new experiment
features excess noise, and is in principle compatible with
the predictions by Adler [5]. Several physical mechanisms
able to explain the observed excess noise have been ruled
out. Further investigations are needed in order to probe
other possible explanations. Besides further analysis of
the present experiment, it will be important to repeat the
experiment with a modified setup, for instance, with a
different cantilever or microsphere, and other groups
should possibly repeat similar measurements with a differ-
ent setup. Above all, this experiment neatly illustrates the
fundamental challenge of collapse model testing. Negative
results are robust, but positive claims require extremely
careful and systematic work in order to exclude any
conceivable alternative physical explanation.
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